Repair of radiation induced DNA double strand breaks by backup NHEJ is enhanced in G2.
In higher eukaryotes DNA double strand breaks (DSBs) are repaired by homologous recombination (HRR) or non-homologous end joining (NHEJ). In addition to the DNA-PK dependent pathway of NHEJ (D-NHEJ), cells employ a backup pathway (B-NHEJ) utilizing Ligase III and PARP-1. The cell cycle dependence and coordination of these pathways is being actively investigated. We examine DSB repair in unperturbed G1 and G2 phase cells using mouse embryo fibroblast (MEF) mutants defective in D-NHEJ and/or HRR. WT and Rad54(-/-) MEFs repair DSBs with similar efficiency in G1 and G2 phase. LIG4(-/-), DNA-PKcs(-/-), and Ku70(-/-) MEFs show more pronounced repair defects in G1 than in G2. LIG4(-/-)/Rad54(-/-) MEFs repair DSBs as efficiently as LIG4(-/-) MEFs suggesting that the increased repair efficiency in G2 relies on enhanced function of B-NHEJ rather than HRR. In vivo and in vitro plasmid end joining assays confirm an enhanced function of B-NHEJ in G2. The results show a new and potentially important cell cycle regulation of B-NHEJ and generate a framework to investigate the mechanistic basis of HRR contribution to DSB repair.